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Description
The ATEX zone 0 rechargeable spotlight INTEGRITAS XPR-5584GMX generates a powerful beam of 600
lumens with a long-lasting battery life of 13 hours thanks to four separate LEDs housed in an articulating
head that can be adjusted to 180 degrees for maximum versatility. By holding down the switch, a low
mode of 250 lumens saves battery life, extending runtime up to 25 hours. Designed and developed both
as a portable spotlight and an area light, the XPR-5584 spotlight features a rubber base attached to the
back with an 11 kg magnetic force magnet for convenient and adjustable hands-free area lighting.

Made of fiberglass-reinforced polymer nylon and weighing only 1.2kg, the Atex XPR-5584 spotlight is
designed for use in the most demanding industrial environments or for the most challenging interventions.
The rubber-lined handle and carrying shoulder strap provide excellent grip and portability for the user,
while the two bright green LEDs on the back make your location easy to see for increased safety and
awareness.

The INTEGRAS 84 spotlight is ATEX Zone 0 certified with a charging stand that meets the requirements of
NFPA-1901-14.1.10.2 (2016) and can be mounted in any position. It is powered by an integrated
rechargeable lithium-ion battery and comes with a charging base, a 230v AC adapter, a 12V car charger
cord, and a carrying shoulder strap.

ATEX ZONE 0 CERTIFICATION
ATEX II 1 G Ex ia op is IIC T4 Ga
IECEx: Ex ia op est IIC T4 Ga

MATERIAL
Fiberglass-reinforced polymer nylon
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LUMENS/BATTERY LIFE Long-range
High: 600 Lumens, 13 hours
Low: 250 Lumens, 25 hours

BEAM RANGE Long-range
High: 237m
Low: 167m

WATER AND DUST PROTECTION CLASS
IP-67 (water and dustproof)

DROP CLASS
2 meters

DIMENSIONS
Length: 19.2 cm
Width: 10.8 cm
Depth: 14.8 cm
Weight: 1219 g

BATTERY
Integrated rechargeable Li-ion battery pack

INCLUDED IN THE PACK
Spotlight with preinstalled magnetic base
Standard rubber base
Rechargeable Li-Ion battery
Charger stand (5582-CHGR2)
230V AC adapter
12V DC car charger cord
Detachable shoulder strap (5580-STRAP)
Multilingual user manual 

Caractéristiques
- Dimensions : Longueur 19.2 x Largeur 10.8 x Profondeur 14.8 cm
- Weight : 1.2 kg
- Waterproofing : IP-67 antipoussière / étanche
- Classement Atex : Zone 0
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